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Solidarity Bridge 
The Chicago Catholic Missions 

Medical  Enterprise  Education 

 

Mission to Coroico, Bolivia 

Sept. 17th – Sept. 27th, 2004 

 

On our 15th mission we: 

 saw 654 patients 

 performed 51 surgeries (in addition, funds and supplies were left to provide 11 more 

surgeries) 

 delivered 15 large boxes of medications, surgical supplies and equipment valued at 

$98,050 
 

The inaugural mission to Coroico was a great success.  The trip there was an adventure as we 

arrived in El Alto, Bolivia at 13,400 ft. above sea level, proceeded to go over an Andean 

mountain pass at 16,000 ft., and then plunged down to Coroico at 5,000 ft.  The vistas on the 

road to Coroico are among the most beautiful in the world over the majestic and arid Andes 

and then into the highland tropics of the Amazon basin.  Although we thought we would take 

the new road (much safer), it was being paved, necessitating taking the old road.  

Unfortunately, this one vehicle wide road is considered among the most dangerous in the 

world.  After a good deal of nervousness as we viewed the sheer drops out our vehicle window, 

we arrived safely.   

 

Our dedicated team was coordinated by Dr. Juan L. Hinojosa and each missioner was critical to 

our success.  The medical team headed by Dr. Enrique Via-Reque included from the U.S.: a 

general surgeon, three anesthesiologists (including Dr. Via-Reque), a cardiologist, an internist, 

a dermatologist and a neurosurgeon.  Two Bolivian professionals, a plastic surgeon and an 

ENT (ears, nose and throat surgeon) from La Paz, also accompanied us as missioners.  Our 

nursing group had three surgical nurses, a surgical technician and four other nurses.  Two 

interpreters and two pastoral missioners made up the remainder of our team.  Overall, the team 

of 23 was wonderful and worked well together.  Our reception by the Hospital Universitario de 

Los Yungas was excellent.  Sr. Rita, the administrator of the hospital and her staff worked very 

efficiently and effectively.   

 

We saw 654 patients at the hospital and in the countryside and performed 51 surgeries.  In 

addition, $1,400 and supplies were left to provide 11 more surgeries.  We also delivered a great 

quantity of medications, surgical supplies and equipment (15 large boxes).  These generous 

donations came from hospitals, companies and through the efforts of our missioners.  Besides 

the surgical supplies, anesthetics, suture, etc., with an approximate value of $50,000, we also 

delivered a bovie (a cauterizing electrosurgical unit) valued at approximately $1000, five 

pacemakers valued at over $10,000 ($2,000 each), five pacemaker leads valued at $1,750 

($350 each), and five encephalic shunts and other neurosurgery materials, including two plate 

sets valued at $30,000 ($15,000 each).  Financial donations of $3,900 were also made to the 

hospital for our patients who needed additional care after we left.  Total supplies, medicines 

and equipment donations for this mission came to approximately $98,050. 
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Highlights: 

 Neurosurgery Project: While the mission was busy in Coroico, neurosurgeon, Dr. 

Richard Moser, and Solidarity Bridge executive director, Dr. Juan L. Hinojosa, went to 

the cities of La Paz, Santa Cruz and Cochabamba to continue to explore the possibilities 

in raising the level of neurosurgery in Bolivia through equipment donations and 

training of local neurosurgeons.  The next steps for the Neurosurgery Project are to 

gather and prepare for shipment donated equipment and to determine training and 

location schedules. 

 

 On this mission we warmly welcomed Bolivian doctors, Jorge Rojas and Fernando 

Peña, from La Paz into our team.  This continues a trend begun a couple of years ago of 

incorporating local surgeons in the work of the mission. 

 

 The local leaders in Coroico, struck by the spirit that animated the mission team, 

underscored how different our mission group was from any they had experienced in the 

past.  They expressed to us they felt they had been touched by a spirit of solidarity - 

Christ’s spirit.   

 

In summary, we successfully opened a new mission location to which we will return next year.  

The work of Christ was accomplished, the witness of the Gospel was experienced, and our 

missioners, counterparts and patients were deeply touched by it all.  Our next medical mission 

will be in February-March to Cochabamba, Bolivia. 

 

2004 Fall Missioner Team to Coroico: 

Ms. Sue Arenas  Translator 

Ms. Dorothy Connell  Surgical Nurse 

Ms. Jackie Elliott  Recovery Room Nurse 

Ms. Sarah Flosi  Translator 

Ms. Rose Gaerlan  Surgical Nurse 

Rev. Gary Graf  Pastoral Team 

Dr. James Herrmann  Dermatologist 

Dr. Juan Hinojosa  Mission Director 

Dr. Francisco Jaime  Anesthesiologist 

Ms. Linda Lombardi  Surgical Nurse 

Dr. Jan Mezyk  Gynecologist 

Dr. Richard  Moser  Neurosurgeon 

Dr. J.R. Pandyan  General Surgeon 

Dr. Fernando Peña  Plastic Surgeon 

Dr. Naraharisetty Rao  Anesthesiologist 

Ms. Jennifer Reed  Surgical Tech 

Dr. Jorge Rojas  ENT 

Ms. Rosemary Severino  Nurse 

Dr. Ron Severino  Internist 

Dr. Nancy Streitmatter  Cardiologist 

Ms. Helen Terleckyj  Recovery Room Nurse 

Ms. Julia Velasco  Nurse 

Dr. Enrique Via-Reque  Med. Mission Director; Anesthesiologist 
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